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Abstract

Robots navigating in human crowds need to optimize their paths not only for the efficiency of their tasks performance but also for the compliance to social norms. One of the key challenges in this context is due to the lack of suitable metrics for evaluating and optimizing a socially compliant behavior. In this work, we propose NaviGAN, a generative navigation algorithm in an adversarial training framework that learns to generate a navigation path that is both optimized for achieving a goal and for complying with latent social rules. Different from the reinforcement learning approaches who only covers the comfort aspect of socially compliant navigation, and inverse reinforcement learning approaches who only covers the naturalness aspect, our approach jointly optimize both comfort and naturalness aspects. The proposed approach is highly interpretable and demonstrates superior quantitative performance in sets of experiments. We also demonstrates qualitative performance on a ClearPath Husky robot and perform extensive experiments on real-world robotic setting. The video of qualitative robot experiments can be found in the link: https://youtu.be/61blDymjCpw
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Chapter 1

Introduction

In this chapter, we will motivate the problem of “socially compliant navigation” and highlight the challenges that are involved. We will then introduce another challenging problem of “human trajectories prediction” that is closely related to social navigation. Finally, we describe the organization of the thesis at the end of this chapter.

1.1 Socially Compliant Navigation

In the context where robots co-exist and collaborate with people, social compliance becomes an important objective in designing robot behaviors. Social compliant navigation refers to the robot navigation problem where robots need to consider not only their own task-related objectives, but also social compliance objectives (e.g. delivering a mail to an office while keeping an appropriate distance from pedestrians). Toward this goal, a robot must have the ability to perceive and understand crowd behavior to plan its future trajectory accordingly.

There has been several publications describing prototype robots that operate in public spaces with humans. Museum tour-guide robots [6, 7, 11, 30, 32, 36, 41] are the main interest of socially compliant navigation research as the museum setting is particularly suitable for deployment of robot prototypes. Jensen et. al. [20] presents an overview of the design and implementation of a tour-guide robot (RoboX) where the challenges of reliability and safety in public space have been highlighted.

Those early attempts have navigation modules that prevent collisions with humans
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Figure 1.1: An example illustrating the complexity of navigating in human crowds.

or other obstacles using strategies such as minimal distance to detected obstacles or stop-and-wait behavior in near-conflict situations. However, those algorithms who only focus on the next step is short-sighted. To plan a long-sighted path, human trajectory prediction, which we will introduce in the next section, becomes a focus among the researchers. Even with the ability to predict trajectories of other agents, in a crowded scenario, socially compliant navigation still faces the ”Freezing Robot Problem” [42] as most of the researches dealt with persons separately and therefore ignore the interaction between social agents.

As identified in [26], there are three areas of research within the larger topic of socially compliant navigation where the acceptance of such robot agents can be improved:

- **Comfort** is the absence of annoyance and stress for humans in interaction with robots.

- **Naturalness** is the similarity between robots and humans in low level behavior patterns.

- **Sociability** is the adherence to explicit high-level cultural conventions.

They note that comfort is different from safety as even when a robot is moving safely, an observer may still feel that the motion is not safe as one lack trust in the
technology. Under this definition, researches on comfort area attempt not only to make the robot move safely, but also in a way that make it feels safe to humans.

Most of the reinforcement learning [21, 24, 38, 40] based methods [8, 9, 10, 13, 28] for socially compliant navigation are designed to optimize the comfort aspect. Chen et. al, [8, 9] proposes to use Deep V-learning in combination with hand crafted reward function that penalizes collisions and uncomfortable distances to learn the value network who induces optimal policy that maximizes the expected reward. The reward function to evaluate and optimize the social awareness of a robot policy used by [8, 9, 10] is defined as

\[
R_t = \begin{cases} 
-0.25, & \text{if } d_t \leq 0 \text{ meter} \\
-0.1 + \frac{d_t}{2}, & \text{else if } d_t < 0.2 \text{ meters} \\
1, & \text{else if reach goal} \\
0, & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\] (1.1)

Where \( R_t \) is the reward at time \( t \) and \( d_t \) denotes the minimum separation distance between the robot and the humans during execution of last action. Such reward function captures only the dynamic collision avoidance aspect which only cover the safety requirement, and probably mild comfort requirement, of socially compliant navigation. As socially compliant navigation requires richer model than only penalizing on collisions and uncomfortable distances, the social reward \( R_t \) is non-trivial to specify.

To cover the naturalness, another stream of research take the “learning from demonstration” approach. More specifically, [23, 25, 33, 35, 44] utilizes inverse reinforcement learning [1, 2, 31, 47] to jointly learn a reward function and a policy for socially compliant navigation. By jointly learning the reward and policy, they take a purely data-driven approach to uncover latent aspects of social navigation from expert demonstration. As the navigation policy is learned directly from human demonstration, it is able to capture the behavior patterns that humans possess and therefore cover the naturalness of socially compliant navigation. However, as the expert demonstrations tend not to contain failure cases (e.g., pedestrians do not collide during recording), the safety aspect of socially compliant navigation is only implicitly captured (i.e., model has to figure out the implicit safety aspect from demonstration without explicit clue of what to learn and what not to learn).
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makes inverse reinforcement learning based method hard to generalize when the number of pedestrians increases. Therefore, most of the previous works in inverse reinforcement learning for socially compliant navigation only learn from, and test on, a small number of pedestrians (e.g., 3). We will cover more details of algorithms for socially compliant navigation in Chapter 3.

1.2 Human Trajectories Prediction

In order to plan a long-term human-aware path that enables lots of robotics senarios (e.g., robot-guide, self-driving delivery service ...), human trajectories prediction problem recently gains more and more focus among researchers. Human trajectories prediction refers to the ability to predict the trajectory that each social agent will take given their previous trajectories as observation. In order to correctly predict the trajectory for each social agent, we need to model the interactive behavior among social agents including collaborative behavior. Existing works [4, 5, 18, 29] in human trajectories prediction focus on modeling the interactions between human pedestrians.

The Social-LSTM networks [3] attempt to model social behavior in a local scale by introducing the idea of social-pooling with LSTMs. The procedure of social-pooling constrains the space around a target pedestrian into fixed-size grids known as social grids, and then performs a pooling operation to integrate the information from the LSTM cell states of the neighboring pedestrians in the social grids. Social-LSTM, performs well, in general, in modeling human interactions for human trajectories prediction. However, the social-pooling assumes that only the neighbors within proximity affect pedestrian behaviors, which can be insufficient in dynamic environments (e.g., if a pedestrian from the outside of the social grids is running toward the target pedestrian, the target agent might react more to that running agent rather than attending only to the neighbors in the social grids).

In order to achieve a global view of all pedestrians during modeling, Social-Attention [45] represents the temporal relations and the spatial relations using a structured recurrent neural network (S-RNN) [19], and assigns an attention weight on each relation edge of the S-RNN. The attention mechanism allows the network to selectively attend to those pedestrians of interest while getting a fine-grained global view of all of the pedestrians in the scene.
All of the aforementioned methods for human trajectories prediction share the same objective of minimizing the negative likelihood of the ground truth trajectory. This objective assumes that the observed expert demonstrations are the only optimal solutions, which may not always be the case in the real-world crowd behavior where there can be multiple trajectories that achieve the same goal while also being socially compliant. Instead of using the negative likelihood as the sole objective, SocialGAN [15] and SA-GAIL [48] use generative adversarial networks (GANs) to train a generator to predict crowd behavior. Whereas these approaches focus on generating diverse trajectories conditioned on random noise, our approach focuses on performing socially compliant path planning conditioned on goals. In Chapter 2, we will cover more details of algorithms of human trajectories prediction that motivate our socially compliant navigation solution.

1.3 NaviGAN for Socially Compliant Navigation

The majority of existing approaches on social-aware path prediction focus on modeling local, reactive behavior of human pedestrians as opposed to planning for navigation among crowds. Toward the goal of developing a navigation algorithm that can produce socially compliant paths, we address several key challenges. First, the approaches derived from predicting human pedestrian trajectories focus on mimicking human demonstrations by using the L2 loss function. Such formulation makes it difficult to train general social navigation behavior because the objective assumes that the demonstrated actions are the only optimal choices when there can be alternatives. Next, although deep networks [3, 15, 45] are the winning approaches here, their lack of interpretability is a common issue as in other domains. Finally, the L2 metric for evaluation captures only the difference of generated path from ground truth recording. As the concept of socially compliance is complicated and the ground truth is not the only solution that is socially compliant, we seek more metrics for evaluating the performance.

To address these issues, we present NaviGAN—a generative approach for performing socially compliant robotic navigation that covers both comfort and naturalness aspects of socially compliant navigation. We formulate the problem as social navigation of a target agent—the agent that is performing navigation toward its goal state in a
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populated environment. Aiming at improving both performance and interpretability, we harness the success of the social force model [16] to separately model the intention of a target agent and its social interactions with other agents. We propose NaviGAN as a computation model for representing social force. Our approach builds on the idea of an encoder-decoder [37] design of long short-term memory (LSTM) [17]. In the proposed model, we design a separate encoder-decoder LSTM to represent each different type of influence (or force) on navigation decisions that can be due to an intention, social interaction, or natural randomness of human behavior.

Motivated by increasingly popular generative adversarial networks (GANs) [14] based method, we pair the force generators with a social-aware discriminator that learns to identify socially compliant navigation paths. In comparison to reinforcement learning based methods [8, 9] that learns a policy to maximize the expectation of a hand-crafted reward function, NaviGAN takes a purely data driven approach to discover the latent social aspects encoded in human traveling data through adversarial training and generate a policy that is aware of those social aspects.

To evaluate the performance of NaviGAN, we carry out experiments using the same settings and metrics as the baselines. In addition, we perform a set of experiments that predict a long-term (24 sec) trajectory in crowd recording playback and measure not only the social score 1.1 of the algorithm, but also the comfort rate (percentage of episodes whose robot position is never getting closer than a comfort threshold to other pedestrians) and arrival rate (percentage of episodes whose robot ends up reaching the goal point). Our approach excel at achieving superior comfort rate while maintaining decent arrival rate. We deploy our algorithm on a mobile robot to perform real-world testing.

1.4 Thesis Organization

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 presents in details the past works in the domain of human trajectories prediction in dense crowd that motivate our socially compliant navigation solution. Chapter 3 formally defines the problem of socially compliant navigation and survey most recent solutions to the problem which can be categorized to two classes: reinforcement learning approaches and learning from demonstration approaches. We will also compare and discuss the
advantages and limitations of those approaches. Chapter 4 presents our generative
approach to solving socially compliant navigation which works in dense crowd and
focus on both comfort and naturalness requirements of socially compliant navigation.
Result of experiments and real-world mobile robot deployment are also presented.
Finally, we conclude our work and discuss future directions of research in socially
compliant navigation in Chapter 5.
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Chapter 2

Literature Review - Human Trajectories Prediction

In this chapter, we present in details some past literature in the domain of human trajectories prediction in dense human crowds that motivate our socially compliant navigation solutions. These algorithms will provide background for discussion in later chapters and will serve as baselines of some experiments in Section 4.1.5.

2.1 Problem Definition

Let $\mathcal{D}$ denote a set of agents (pedestrians) who are involved in the time sequence $\{1, \ldots, T_{obs}, \ldots, T_{end}\}$. Given target agent $i$ in $\mathcal{D}$, let $X_i = \{x_i^1, \ldots, x_i^{T_{obs}}\}$ be the past state sequence of agent $i$ for time steps $t = 1 \ldots T_{obs}$; and $Y_i = \{y_i^{T_{obs}+1}, \ldots, y_i^{T_{end}}\}$, the demonstrated human trajectory provided by agent $i$, where $x_i^t$ and $y_i^{t'}$ denote the state of agent $i$ at time step $t$ and $t'$, respectively. For each agent $i$ in $\mathcal{D}$, given a sequence of past trajectories of all agents $\{X_j : j \in \mathcal{D}\}$, we aim to generate a state sequence $\hat{Y}_i = \{\hat{y}_i^{T_{obs}+1}, \ldots, \hat{y}_i^{T_{end}}\}$ up to time step $T_{end}$ with an objective of demonstrating human-like behavior.
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2.2 Backgrounds

2.2.1 Social Force Model

Helbing and Molnar [16] proposed the social force model, summarized in Equation (2.1), for pedestrian behavior where the dynamics of the pedestrian $\vec{F}_{\text{ped}}$ is composed of an attractive force $\vec{F}_{\text{intent}}$ that model the intention of the pedestrian, two repulsive forces $\vec{F}_{\text{social}}$ and $\vec{F}_{\text{obs}}$ that model the interactions between the pedestrian with others and with static obstacles, respectively, and a fluctuation force $\vec{F}_{\text{fluct}}$ which is caused by the stochastic nature of pedestrian behavior.

$$\vec{F}_{\text{ped}} = \vec{F}_{\text{intent}} + (\vec{F}_{\text{social}} + \vec{F}_{\text{fluct}}) + \vec{F}_{\text{obs}}$$  (2.1)

The social force model achieved an early success in modeling human behavior but lost attention recently due, in part, to the surge of deep learning methods such as Social-LSTM and Social-Attention. When compared to such blackbox algorithms, the formulation of social force is more human interpretable, which can be of crucial importance to robot applications navigating among human crowds.

2.2.2 Adversarial training

A generative adversarial network (GAN) consists of a generator $G$ and a discriminator $D$ training in opposition to each other. While generator $G$ is responsible for generating realistic samples $G(z)$ conditioned on some random noise $z$, discriminator $D$ is responsible for estimating the probability of the sample being drawn from the real training data rather than generated by the generator $G$. The training procedure of an adversarial training is formulated as a min-max game with the following objective:

$$\min_{G} \max_{D} \mathbb{E}_{x \sim p_{\text{data}}(x)} \left[ \log D(x) \right] + \mathbb{E}_{z \sim p(z)} \left[ \log (1 - D(G(z))) \right].$$  (2.2)
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Figure 2.1: Social pooling assumes interactions only happen in local neighbor grids around target pedestrian.

2.3 Algorithms

2.3.1 Social-LSTM

Research works in human trajectory prediction focus on modeling human interactions to help predict future trajectory. Social-LSTM [3] applies social pooling mechanism (Figure 2.1) on LSTM to encode human interactions and predict next position at each timestep. Social pooling assumes interactions only happen in local neighbor grids around target pedestrian. For all pedestrians that fall into same grid, social pooling will simply add them element-wise to obtain fix sized vector for future prediction.

2.3.2 Social-Attention

As oppose to making the local interaction assumption as social-LSTM does, Social-Attention [45] considers all the pedestrians that share the scene and predict attention weights of target pedestrian to all other pedestrians. As shown in Figure 2.2, the interactions are modeled by a factor graph. Node factor encode information of current agent’s position, spatial edge factor encode information of spatial relationship between two pedestrians, and temporal edge factor encode the past information of a pedestrian. When predicting the future trajectory for agent $i$, it’s temporal edge information and the spatial edge information between agent $i$ and another agent $j$ is jointly considered to predict attention weight $\alpha_{ij}$. The final prediction is then made by applying attention mechanism.
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Figure 2.2: The interactions are modeled by a factor graph and attention weights are predicted using target pedestrian’s temporal edge factor and the spatial edge factor between it and the other pedestrian.

2.3.3 Social-GAN

Both social-LSTM and social-Attention use regression loss against ground truth for training. However, the ground truth might not be the only trajectory that satisfy socially compliance constraint. There can be multiple alternatives. Therefore, Social-GAN introduces adversarial training into the loop. For a social generator that is capable of predicting human trajectory, they take the generated trajectory and forward it to a social discriminator to tell whether the trajectory is generated by generator or ground truth. With the adversarial training, the regression loss is no longer the only objective to be optimized and therefore it tries to learn for a social generator that is not merely optimized to match exact ground truth locations.

2.4 Conclusions

Research in human trajectories prediction inspires lots of works in socially compliant navigation in terms of how to model the interactions between humans and robot. Current works in human trajectories prediction focus on optimizing the similarity between predicted trajectory and human trajectories in low level behavior patterns. This is related to the naturalness aspect of socially compliant navigation. Comfort and Sociability aspects are not explicitly handled. The fundamental difference between human trajectories prediction and socially compliant navigation is that
socially compliant navigation is generating navigation plan toward a specific goal point while human trajectories prediction is predicting trajectory for target agent without knowing the goal point.
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Chapter 3

Literature Review - Socially Compliant Navigation

The two main stream approaches in the literature of socially compliant navigation are reinforcement learning approaches and inverse reinforcement learning approaches. The reinforcement learning approaches optimize the policy of the robot to maximize the expected reward defined by some metrics. The inverse reinforcement learning approaches learn the reward function from the recording of export demonstration to induce a policy that mimics the export behaviors. In the following sections, we will introduce state-of-the-art methods in both fields and conclude the challenges and limitations of such approaches.

3.1 Problem Definition

Let \( D \) denote a set of agents (pedestrians) who are involved in the time sequence \( \{1, \ldots, T_{obs}, \ldots, T_{end}\} \). Given target agent \( i \) in \( D \), let \( g_i \) denote the goal state of agent \( i \); \( X_i = \{x_i^1, \ldots, x_i^{T_{obs}}\} \), the past state sequence of agent \( i \) for time steps \( t = 1 \ldots T_{obs} \).

For each agent \( i \) in \( D \), given a sequence of past trajectories of all agents \( \{X_j : j \in D\} \) and the target agent’s goal state \( g_i \), we aim to generate a navigation state sequence \( \hat{Y}_i = \{\hat{y}_i^{T_{obs}+1}, \ldots, \hat{y}_i^{T_{end}}\} \) up to time step \( T_{end} \) with an objective of reaching the agent’s goal state \( g_i \) in a socially compliant manner.

When we take learning from demonstration approaches, \( Y_i = \{y_i^{T_{obs}+1}, \ldots, y_i^{T_{end}}\} \),
the demonstrated navigation state sequence provided by agent $i$ is available, where $x^t_i$ and $y^t_i$ denote the state of agent $i$ at time step $t$ and $t'$.

### 3.2 Reinforcement Learning Approaches

The purpose of reinforcement learning is to find a “policy” that optimizes the expected “reward”. The decision making process of a socially compliant navigation algorithm can be formulated as a Markov Decision Process (MDP) [39], which is a tuple $(\mathcal{S}, \mathcal{A}, T, r, \gamma)$ where $\mathcal{S}$ is the set of all possible states (e.g., all possible combinations of social agents and target robot and their position, velocity); $\mathcal{A}$ is the set of all possible actions (e.g., all possible rotation and translation a target robot can execute); $T$ is the state transition probability function (e.g., the prediction of where each social agent will be in the next timestep); $r$ is the reward function (e.g., Equation 1.1); and $\gamma$ is a discount factor to control how greedy should the optimal policy be toward immediate reward. A policy $\pi$ is therefore a function of probability of action given current state at time $t$.

$$\pi(a|s) = P[A_t = a|S_t = s]$$

#### 3.2.1 LM-SARL

Chen et. al. [8] formulate their action space to be the heading and velocity of target robot. The optimal policy $\pi^*$ they use is a deterministic policy:

$$\pi^*(s_t) = \arg\max_{a_t} R(s_t, a_t) + \gamma^\Delta t \int_{s_{t+\Delta t}} T(s_t, a_t, s_{t+\Delta t}) V^*(s_{t+\Delta t}) ds_{t+\Delta t}$$

(3.1)

where $\Delta t$ is the decision interval, $R$ is the reward function shown in Equation 1.1, $T(s_t, a_t, s_{t+\Delta t})$ is the transition probability, and state $s_t$ is the joint observation of both robot and social agents. $V^*$ is the optimal value function:

$$V^*(s_{t+\Delta t}) = \sum_{t'=t}^T \gamma^{t'} R_{t'}(s_t, \pi^*(s_{t'}))$$

where $T$ is the prediction horizon. However, $V^*$ is intractable when our state and action space are huge. Therefore, they use a neural network to approximate $V^*$ with
Algorithm 1 Deep V-learning

1: \textbf{procedure} Deep V-learning($D$)
2: \hspace{1em} Initialize value network $V$ with demonstration $D$
3: \hspace{1em} Initialize target value network $\hat{V} \leftarrow V$
4: \hspace{1em} Initialize experience replay memory $E \leftarrow D$
5: \hspace{1em} \textbf{for} episode = 1 to $M$ \textbf{do}
6: \hspace{2em} Initialize random state $s_0$
7: \hspace{2em} \textbf{repeat}
8: \hspace{3em} $a_t \leftarrow \arg\max_{a_t \in A} R(s_t, a_t) + \gamma^{\Delta t} V(s_{t+\Delta t})$
9: \hspace{3em} Store tuple $(s_t, a_t, r_t, s_{t+\Delta t})$
10: \hspace{3em} Sample tuples $\{(s_i, a_i, r_i, s_{i+\Delta i}) : i = 1 \ldots \text{batch size}\}$ from $D$
11: \hspace{3em} Set target $y_i = r_i + \gamma^{\Delta i} \hat{V}(s_{i+\Delta i})$
12: \hspace{3em} Update value network $V$ by gradient descent
13: \hspace{2em} until $s_t$ reaches terminal state or $t \geq t_{\text{max}}$
14: \hspace{1em} Update target network $\hat{V} \leftarrow V$
15: \hspace{1em} \textbf{end for}
16: \hspace{1em} \textbf{return} $V$
17: \textbf{end procedure}

Deep V-learning (Algorithm 1).

The function approximator for $V^*$ should be designed to observe interactions between social agents and the robot and predict optimal value for the given interactions. To encode pair-wise feature between the robot and each human $i$, they feed a context vector $s$ for the robot, context vector $w_i$ for the human, and the result of social pooling (section 2.3.1) $M_i$ around human $i$, through the MLP part of a LSTM to get $e_i$ and hidden state $h_i$. The process is illustrated in Figure 3.1. To predict $V$ value, attention weight $\alpha_i$ for human $i$ is computed by a MLP that consider both $e_i$ and their mean value $e_m$ and the $V$ value is then computed base on weighted average of all $h$ (Figure 3.2).

During V-learning and testing, they use ORCA [43], a multi-robot collision avoidance algorithm, to simulate behavior of pedestrians (i.e., to serve as the T function in Equation 3.1).
Figure 3.1: The joint feature \((e_i, h_i)\) for human \(i\) and the robot is extracted by feeding a context vector \(s\) for the robot, context vector \(w_i\) for the human, and the result of social pooling \(M_i\) around human \(i\), through a MLP.

Figure 3.2: Attention weight \(\alpha_i\) for human \(i\) is predicted by a MLP that consider both \(e_i\) and their mean value \(e_m\). The \(V\) value is then computed base on weighted average of all \(h\).
Similar to LM-SARL, Chen et. al. [9] use deep V-learning with hard coded social norms as reward function to generate socially-aware policy. The reward they designed consider three sets of interaction, passing, crossing, and overtaking, with bias toward right-handed rules (Figure 3.3). The reward is as following:

\[ R(s,a) = -I(s \in B_{\text{norm}}) \]
\[ \text{s.t. } B_{\text{norm}} = B_{\text{pass}} \cup B_{\text{ovtk}} \cup B_{\text{cross}} \]
\[ B_{\text{pass}} = \{ s | d_g > 3, 1 < \tilde{p}_x < 4, -2 < \tilde{p}_y < 0, |\tilde{\phi} - \psi| > 3\pi/4 \} \]
\[ B_{\text{ovtk}} = \{ s | d_g > 3, 0 < \tilde{p}_x < 3, 0 < \tilde{p}_y < 1, |\tilde{\phi} - \psi| < \pi/4, |v| > |\tilde{v}| \} \]
\[ B_{\text{cross}} = \{ s | d_g > 3, \tilde{d}_a < 2, \tilde{\phi}_{\text{rot}} > 0, -3\pi/4 < \tilde{\phi} - \psi < -\pi/4 \} \]

\[ \text{(3.2)} \]

\( I \) is the indicator function. \( B_{\text{pass}}, B_{\text{ovtk}}, B_{\text{cross}} \) are the set of states satisfying hand crafted social rules of passing, overtaking, and crossing respectively. \( d_g \) is the agent’s distance to goal, \( \tilde{d}_a \) is the distance to the other agent, \( \tilde{\phi} \) is the other agent’s orientation, \( \psi \) is the agent’s own orientation. \( \tilde{\phi}_{\text{rot}} \) is the relative angular velocity between two agents, \( v \) is the velocity of target agent and \( \tilde{v} \) is the velocity of the other agent. \( \tilde{p}_x, \tilde{p}_y \) is the x,y coordinate of the other agent in target agent’s frame. Therefore, \( B_{\text{pass}} \) can be understand as: when far away from goal (\( d_g > 3 \)), two agents have near opposite heading (\( |\tilde{\phi} - \psi| > 3\pi/4 \)), we penalize the state if the other agent is in the right-handed region of our target agent (\( 1 < \tilde{p}_x < 4, -2 < \tilde{p}_y < 0 \)). Similarly, \( B_{\text{ovtk}} \) can be understand as: when far away from goal, two agents have similar heading, and our target agent’s speed is faster than the other (\( |v| > |\tilde{v}| \)), we penalize the state if the other agent is in our left. \( B_{\text{cross}} \) can be understand as: when far away from goal, two agents go close to each other (\( \tilde{d}_a < 2 \)) with velocity toward different direction (\( \tilde{\phi}_{\text{rot}} > 0 \)), we penalize states with not right-handed heading (\( -3\pi/4 < \tilde{\phi} - \psi < -\pi/4 \)).
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Figure 3.3: Left to right show two equally time-efficient ways for the red agent to pass, cross, and overtake the blue agent. The top row is left-handed rules and the bottom row is right-handed rules.

3.3 Learning from Demonstration Approaches

Instead of using reinforcement learning to find the optimal policy under some hand-crafted reward function, another main stream of approaches toward socially compliant navigation try to find the optimal policy directly from expert demonstration (which in our case, the trajectories generated by actual humans traveling among crowds). More specifically, [23, 25, 33, 35, 44] use inverse reinforcement learning technique to learn the reward function and optimal policy at the same time from demonstrations.

Inverse reinforcement learning assumes a MDP world whose reward function is not observable. Since finding a general form solution for reward function is very difficult, most IRL approaches assume it to be a linear combination of the state features. For a given state $s$, the reward can be expressed as the dot product $\Phi_s \cdot W$ of a feature vector $\Phi_s$ of the state and a weight vector $W$. In this case, the inverse reinforcement learning problem becomes finding the weight vector that induces the expert demonstrations as its optimal policy.

There are two main streams of inverse reinforcement learning algorithms, namely, max-margin IRL [1] and maximum entropy IRL [47]. They are based on a statistic $F$ on set of state feature vectors which is used to compare the similarity between demonstrated states and the state sequences we obtained when applying optimal policy for a given weight estimate. Algorithm 2 outline the general procedure of both IRL methods where $D$ is the set of states from expert demonstrations. Max-margin IRL uses the feature expectation as statistic $F$. And the weight update (line 10 of
Algorithm 2 Inverse Reinforcement Learning

1: procedure INVERSE REINFORCEMENT LEARNING($D$)
2:      Set timestamp $t \leftarrow 1$
3:      Propose an initial weight vector $\hat{W}_1$
4:      loop
5:          Compute the optimal policy $\pi_t$ for the current weight vector $\hat{W}_t$
6:          if Statistics similar enough (e.g., $\|F(D) - F(\pi_t)\| < \epsilon$) then
7:              return $\hat{W}_t$
8:          else
9:              $t \leftarrow t + 1$
10:             Update $\hat{W}_t$ using algorithm-dependent method
11:          end if
12:      end loop
13: end procedure

the algorithm) is done by maximizing the difference between all the previously found expected rewards and the demonstrated expected rewards. Maximum entropy IRL use feature sum as the statistic. Their weight update is a probabilistic approach based on the principle of maximum entropy.

As inverse reinforcement learning algorithms estimate reward function directly from expert demonstrations, researches on inverse reinforcement learning for socially compliant navigation mostly focus on finding good features that capture the social interaction to represent states. The principle of those features can be categorize into 4 types of features.

1. **Density features**: the main purpose of these features is to encode the local density in the neighborhood of the target agent (e.g., the number of agents within a certain radius around the target agent).

2. **Speed and orientation features**: these features represent the relative speed and orientation of each social agent with respect to the robot. For example, in Figure 3.4, we compute speed and orientation features in three orientations – $O_1$ toward, $O_2$ perpendicular to, or $O_3$ away from the robot; and three speeds – $S_1$ slow, $S_2$ medium, or $S_3$ fast.

3. **Social force features**: these features are inspired by the social force model (Equation 2.1) and they capture the interactions among other agents that share the scene with the robot.
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Figure 3.4: Speed and orientation features represent the relative speed and orientation of each social agent with respect to the robot.

4. **Default cost feature**: this feature is always set to one. It has been proposed to allow IRL to learn how people balance the other features against the travelled distance.

### 3.4 Conclusions

Reinforcement learning approaches use a reward function to guide the learning of an optimal policy. The reward function of LM-SARL (Equation 1.1) covers only the *comfort* aspect of socially compliant navigation. It is merely trying to perform dynamic obstacles collision avoidance with pedestrians as obstacles. The hand-crafted penalty function of SA-CADRL (Equation 3.2) tries to cover both comfort and naturalness but only on three hand-picked types of interaction. As the navigation decisions made by a pedestrian is complex and the objective is implicit, a comprehensive reward function to cover both comfort and naturalness for general cases is extremely hard to define.

Acquiring episodes for training a reinforcement learning model can be expensive. To the best of our knowledge, none of the works in socially compliant navigation have used actual pedestrians for rolling out episodes during training. Instead, Most of the works use simulated pedestrians during training. As there is not a perfect pedestrian simulator available, training with simulated pedestrians can lead to huge paradigm shift between training and real-world deployment.

Inverse reinforcement learning approaches try to cover *naturalness* by learning
the reward function and policy directly from human demonstrations to mimic the low level behavior patterns of a human. However, the framework of inverse reinforcement learning only encourages the induced policy to mimic the expert demonstrations which are all positive examples. This makes the learned policy hard to generalize during real-world deployment due to the lack of avoiding undesired behavior during training. For example, the expert demonstrations of human trajectories tend not to collide with each other. During training, the model learns from those collision-free demonstrations and does not get penalty from producing colliding behavior.

Also, research works in inverse reinforcement learning for socially compliant navigation requires careful feature engineering. The performance of the resulting model is therefore limited by the quality of the features. As the human traversal decision is complex and implicit, perfect features are hard to acquire.

We therefore conclude the challenges of reinforcement learning and inverse reinforcement learning approaches:

- **Reinforcement learning**
  - Hard to specify sophisticated reward function that leads to a good policy for both comfort and naturalness.
  - Hard to roll out episodes for training.
    - Real world execution is expensive and not safe for social agents.
    - Perfect pedestrian simulator does not exist. Can lead to huge paradigm shift between training and testing.

- **Inverse reinforcement learning**
  - No demonstration of negative samples makes the learned policy hard to generalize.
  - Require careful feature engineering.
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Chapter 4

A Generative Approach for Socially Compliant Navigation

With interpretability in mind, we focus on developing a model that covers both comfort and naturalness aspects of socially compliant navigation.

Following the theory of social force, we propose NaviGAN, a generative adversarial network architecture for social navigation, that represents an agent’s intention to reach a goal while trying to comply with social norm of crowd navigation behavior. To prioritize the social aspects of the navigation, we omit the estimation of $\vec{F}_{obs}$ in Equation (2.1) as in the baseline approaches.

4.1 NaviGAN

An overview of our proposed model is shown in Figure 4.1. NaviGAN consists of three building blocks: (i) Intention-force generator that models an agent’s intention for reaching a destination, (ii) Social-force generator that models the social force $\vec{F}_{social}$ and fluctuation force $\vec{F}_{fluct}$, and (iii) Social-aware discriminator that discover the latent social influences from discriminating those navigation paths generated by the generator against expert demonstrations. Each building block is described in detail in Section 4.1.1–Section 4.1.3.

Figure 4.1: Overview of the proposed model. NaviGAN is composed of three major building blocks: 1. Intention-force generator (block (a), section 4.1.1) that models the intention force $\vec{F}_{\text{intent}}$ toward goal state; 2. Social-force generator (block (b), section 4.1.2) that models the social force $\vec{F}_{\text{social}}$ and fluctuation force $\vec{F}_{\text{fluct}}$; and 3. Social-aware discriminator (block (c), section 4.1.3) that discovers the latent social aspects from discriminating between expert demonstrations and navigation behavior generated by the generator. The red color indicates that the vector holds data relevant to the target agent, and the black color is used for other agents.

4.1.1 Intention-Force Generator

The purpose of the intention-force generator is to generate a path (or a sequence of states) $\tilde{Y}_i = \{\tilde{y}_i^{T_{\text{obs}}+1}, \ldots, \tilde{y}_i^{T_{\text{end}}}\}$ toward goal state $g_i$, conditioned on goal $g_i$ and the past state sequence $X_i = \{x_1^i, \ldots, x_{T_{\text{obs}}}^i\}$ of the target agent. Note that this part represents self-interested decision making where the benefits of other agents are not considered. As shown in block (a) of Figure 4.1, the intention-force generator follows an encoder-decoder design. We encode the past state sequence $X_i$ of target agent $i$ using an encoder LSTM $E_i$. The initial hidden state $h_0^i$ and cell state $c_0^i$ of the target agent are initialized with a zero vector. For time steps $t$ from 1 to $T_{\text{obs}}$, we perform the following update operation to encode the input sequence:

$$[h_t^i; c_t^i] = E_i(x_t^i; [h_{t-1}^i; c_{t-1}^i]), \quad (4.1)$$

where the operation $[u; v]$ denotes the operation of concatenating vectors $u$ and $v$. We then inject goal state $g_i$ to the resulting hidden state to initialize the hidden state
h_{T_{\text{obs}}}^i for the decoder, known here as Intention-LSTM (I-LSTM), as follows:

\[ h_{T_{\text{obs}}}^i = [h_{T_{\text{obs}}}^i; g_i]. \]

For timesteps \( t \) from \( T_{\text{obs}} + 1 \) to \( T_{\text{end}} \), the decoding process can then be described by the following equations:

\[
[h_t^i; c_t^i] = \text{I-LSTM}(\tilde{y}_{t-1}^i; [h_{t-1}^i; c_{t-1}^i])
\]

\[
\tilde{y}_t^i = \text{NN}_{\text{spatial}}(h_t^i),
\]

where \( \tilde{y}_{T_{\text{obs}}}^i \) is initialized with \( x_{T_{\text{obs}}}^i \). \( \text{NN}_{\text{spatial}} \) is a simple feed forward neural network to map the hidden state of I-LSTM \( h_t^i \) to state prediction output \( \tilde{y}_t^i \).

### 4.1.2 Social-Force Generator

The purpose of the social-force generator is to model the social force \( F_{\text{social}} \) and fluctuation force \( F_{\text{fluct}} \). A diagram of the social-force generator can be found in block (b) of Figure 4.1.

**Social Force:** Given all of the observed state sequences \( X_D = \{X_j : j \in D\} \), the social-force generator will generate a sequence of social forces \( \{\vec{f}_{t_{\text{obs}}}^i, ..., \vec{f}_{T_{\text{end}}}^i\} \). The composite social force \( \vec{f}_t^i \) is the ensemble of social force and fluctuation force that models the social responses of the target agent to all of other agents in the scene as well as the stochastic nature of human navigation policies. The social-force generator is also an encoder-decoder design. Whereas the Intention-Force generator encodes only the target agent state sequence and injects a goal state right after encoding, the Social-Force generator performs encoding for all of the agents in the scene and then utilizes a special pooling mechanism before decoding. The idea of designing the social-force generator is to predict the social interactions between agents purely based on their relative positions and previous state sequences. We encode all of the observed state sequences \( X_j \in X_D \) using an encoder LSTM \( E_s \). For simplicity, we reuse the notations of \( h \) and \( c \) to represent the hidden state and cell state related to \( E_s \); \( h \) and \( c \) to represent the hidden state and cell state of SocialForce-LSTM (SF-LSTM). The initial hidden state \( h_0^j \) and cell state \( c_0^j \) of agent \( j \) are initialized with a zero vector. Using the same encoding process as Equation (4.1), we obtain the
encoding vector $h_j^T_{\text{obs}}$ of each $X_j$.

For the efficiency and simplicity, we adopt a similar pooling mechanism as [15]. The PoolNet module will consider the displacement—the vector from target agent’s coordinate to other agent’s coordinate—from the target agent to all of other agents when generating a pooled context vector that is composed of encoding vectors of all other agents and the target agent. Let $d_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ denote the displacement from target agent $i$ to agent $j \in D \setminus \{i\}$ at time $T_{\text{obs}}$. We obtain a displacement-sensitive context embedding $e_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ for each $X_j$ by: 1) feeding displacement $d_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ through a position encoding neural network $\text{NN}_{\text{pos}}$, and then 2) concatenating the output with $h_j^T_{\text{obs}}$ and feeding through the displacement-sensitive embedding network $\text{NN}_{\text{embed}}$. The process is formally described in the following equation:

$$e_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}} = \text{NN}_{\text{embed}}([h_j^T_{\text{obs}}; \text{NN}_{\text{pos}}(d_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}})]).$$

After we obtain the displacement-sensitive context embedding $e_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ for each agent, we aggregate them into a single vector $V_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ using max pooling as defined as follows:

$$V_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}[idx] = \max_{j \in D \setminus \{i\}} e_{ij}^{T_{\text{obs}}}[idx],$$

where $v[\text{idx}]$ denotes the indexing operation that indexes the $\text{idx}^{\text{th}}$ entry of vector $v$. The final vector $V_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ is the ensemble of all of the information from other agents that leads the social-force generator to determine the target agent’s social responses to other agents.

**Fluctuation Force:** Finally, we initialize the hidden state $h_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ of the SF-LSTM by concatenating the target agent’s context vector $h_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}$, the aggregated context vector $V_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}$, and a random noise vector $f_{\text{fluct}}$ sampled from $\mathcal{N}(0, 1)$ which will serve as the random seed for modeling the stochastic $\vec{F}_{\text{fluct}}$.

$$h_i^{T_{\text{obs}}} = [h_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}; V_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}; f_{\text{fluct}}]$$

The cell state $c_i^{T_{\text{obs}}}$ is, again, initialized with a zero vector. For time steps $t$ from

To $T_{obs} + 1$ to $T_{end}$, the decoding process can then be described by the following equations:

$$[h_t; c_t] = \text{SF-LSTM}(f_{i}^{T-1}, [h_{i}^{t-1}; c_{i}^{t-1}])$$

$$f_i^t = \text{NN}_{social}(h_i^t),$$

where $f_{i}^{T_{obs}}$ is initialized with a zero vector and $\text{NN}_{social}$ is a feed forward neural network to map the hidden state of SF-LSTM $h_i^t$ to social force prediction $f_i^t$.

4.1.3 Social-Aware Discriminator

The way-point $\hat{y}_i^t$ that the target agent should reach by executing an action at time $t$ is decided by combining the intention force and social forces:

$$\hat{y}_i^t = \tilde{y}_i^t + f_i^t.$$

Based on the intuition that there can be multiple optimal behaviors that may not be present in expert demonstrations, we take the adversarial training approach as opposed to mimicking demonstrations by optimizing on the negative likelihood of demonstrations. Social-GAN [15] shares a similar intuition to ours; however, their discriminator takes only the state sequence of target agent $X_{real} = [X_i; Y_i]$ or $X_{fake} = [X_i; \hat{Y}_i]$ as input, whereas our discriminator takes all of the agents in the scene as input and highlights the target agent. More specifically, the input to our discriminator is $X_{real} = \{(X_i; Y_i) \cup \{(X_j; Y_j) : j \in D \setminus \{i\}\})$ or $X_{fake} = \{(X_i; \hat{Y}_i) \cup \{(X_j; Y_j) : j \in D \setminus \{i\}\})$. We argue that augmenting the input to cover other agents is of crucial importance since most of the latent social aspects are established on the interaction between target agent and others. The prediction process of social-aware discriminator is illustrated in block (c) of Figure 4.1. Assume the input target agent state sequence is $\{s_i^t : t = 1 \ldots T_{end}\}$, and other agent state sequence is $\{s_j^t : t = 1 \ldots T_{end}\}$. At each time step $t$ we aggregate the target agent state $s_i^t$ with other agents’ state $s_j^t$ into one target-centric, displacement-sensitive context embedding $v_i^t$ using the PoolNet module as described in Section 4.1.2. The sequence of target-centric embedding $\{v_i^t : t = 1 \ldots T_{end}\}$ is then fed to Discriminator-LSTM (D-LSTM) to encode the sequence into one unified vector $h_i^{T_{end}}$ which is the last hidden state of D-LSTM. Base on $h_i^{T_{end}}$, the discriminative score is predicted.

to identify whether the input sequence is generated by expert demonstration or generators.

**Latent Social Aspects Discovery**

Without adversarial training, the $L2$ objective would lead the generators toward cloning the behavior by only matching the demonstrated states. This tendency to overfit the expert demonstrations can result in learning a policy that merely reproduces the demonstrated sequences without understanding the latent social aspects at a higher level. In our setting, generator $G$ is the function that produces the joint output of I-LSTM and SF-LSTM, and discriminator $D$ is a social-aware discriminator. We, therefore, modify the GAN objective in Equation (2.2) to the following:

$$
\min_G \max_D \mathbb{E}_{S_i, S_D} \left[ \log D(S_i, S_D) + \mathbb{E}_{S_i, S_D, f_{fluct}} \left[ \log (1 - D([X_i; G(X_i, S_D, f_{fluct})], S_D)) \right] \right].
$$

(4.3)

To estimate the expectation, we first sample the state sequences of all agents $S_D = \{[X_j; Y_j] : j \in \mathcal{D}\}$ in a scene, from the entire demonstration set $\mathcal{S}$. Then we sample the target agent state sequence $S_i = [X_i, Y_i]$ from $S_D$.

### 4.1.4 Enforce Comfort

The adversarial training framework discovers latent social aspects to guide generators into producing policy that mimics the low level behavior patterns demonstrated by the recording. Though this covers the *naturalness* aspect of socially compliant navigation, the *comfort* aspect is not explicitly governed. Therefore, we include resistance loss $L_{resist}$ that explicitly penalizes behaviors where predicted trajectory comes closer to other pedestrian than a safety distance threshold.

$$
L_{resist} = \| \max(d_{safe} - d_o, 0) \|_2
$$

(4.4)

$d_{safe}$ is the safety distance threshold, and $d_o$ is the distance from target agent to other agent. By including $L_{resist}$ in our training framework, we jointly optimize both *comfort* and *naturalness*.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>ADE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dataset</td>
<td>ETH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>1.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla-LSTM</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-LSTM</td>
<td>1.09</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Attention</td>
<td>0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-GAN</td>
<td>1.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-S-LSTM</td>
<td>1.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviL2</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviL2†</td>
<td>0.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN†</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN-R</td>
<td>1.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN-R†</td>
<td>1.62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.1: Quantitative results of all methods. Average Displacement Error is reported in meters with $T_{obs} = 8$ and $T_{pred} = 12$. Our methods consistently outperform others except for Social-Attention because of ours longer prediction horizon as discussed in section 4.1.5.

Figure 4.2: The architecture of Goal-Social-LSTM. Goal state information $g$ is directly injected after PoolNet layer to predict state sequence condition on goal state.

4.1.5 Experiments

For the consistency throughout the experiments, we set the dimension of hidden states of all of the encoder and decoder LSTMs to 32. We iteratively train the generators and discriminator with batch size 32, the number of target agent for each batch, for 500 epochs using the Adam [22] optimizer with learning rate of 0.001.

We conduct our experiments on two publicly available datasets: ETH [34] and UCY [27]. In total, there are 5 sets of data (ETH, HOTEL, UNIV, ZARA1, ZARA2) with 4 different scenes and 1,536 pedestrians in crowded settings. Each pedestrian is associated with a unique index, annotated at 2.5 fps, to track its position in real world coordinates (meters in x-y direction) through time. We set the $T_{obs} = 8$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>FDE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ETH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanilla-LSTM</td>
<td>2.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-LSTM</td>
<td>2.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-Attention</td>
<td>3.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social-GAN</td>
<td>2.21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Goal-S-LSTM</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviL2</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviL2†</td>
<td>1.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN</td>
<td><strong>1.64</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN†</td>
<td>1.65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN-R</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaviGAN-R†</td>
<td>1.76</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.2: Quantitative results of all methods. Final Displacement Error is reported in meters with $T_{obs} = 8$ and $T_{pred} = 12$. The FDE score is significantly improved.

(3.2 seconds) and $T_{pred} = T_{end} - T_{obs} = 12$ (4.8 seconds). To encourage a model to learn long-term, complex social behavior, we follow the common practice [3, 15] of selectively choosing the pedestrians that stay in the receptive field for longer than $T_{pred}$ to be our target agents, and learn the policy through their demonstration. We note that the approaches using this idea can result in higher final displacement error (FDE) because FDE tends to grow larger in long-term predictions.

**Coordinate frames:** As we model the interactions between a target agent and other agents, we use a target-centric coordinate frame. We represent $X_i$, $X_D$, $Y_i$, $\tilde{Y}_i$, and goal state $g_i$ using the target-centric coordinate frame where its origin is on the point $x_i^0$ in world coordinates. In comparison to world coordinates, the use of target-centric coordinates tends to result in a more general model by preventing the model from learning location-specific biases.

**Baselines:** We compare the performance against following baselines:

1. **Linear:** A simple linear regressor that estimates linear parameters by minimizing the least squared error.
2. **Vanilla-LSTM:** LSTM without pooling mechanism.
3. **Social-LSTM** [3]: Local social behavior (within the neighbor grid) among agents is modeled using social-pooling on an LSTM-encoded vector of each agent.
4. **Social-Attention** [45]: The attention weights are parametrized through an S-RNN to make joint predictions that selectively consider all agents in the scene.

5. **Social-GAN** [15]: GAN-based training of an LSTM with PoolNet whose discriminator considers only the target agent but not others.

**Proposed Models:**

1. **Goal-S-LSTM**: Goal-Social-LSTM. A simplified version of NaviGAN trained with the L2 objective, denoted by $L_2 = \|Y_i - \hat{Y}_i\|_2$. Goal-S-LSTM omits the intention-force generator and directly injects the goal state information to the decoder’s initial hidden state right after the PoolNet layer to predict the state sequence. A diagram of Goal-S-LSTM is shown in Figure 4.2.

2. **NaviL2, NaviL2**: The generators of NaviGAN (block (a) and (b) in Figure 4.1) trained with both $L_2$ and FDE loss $L_{fde}$. Notice that $L_{fde}$ is applied on the prediction of intention-force generator ($\hat{Y}_i$). As the final prediction $\hat{Y}_i$ is made by summing $\hat{Y}_i$ and $\vec{F}_{social}$, it is unclear for the model to decide which module should learn the intention and which module should learn the social-awareness. The purpose of $L_{fde}$ is to eliminate the ambiguity of such composite predictions. The use of the FDE loss guides the intention-force generator toward generating intention force. NaviL2 intuitively models $\vec{F}_{intent}$ and $\vec{F}_{social}$. We do not include fluctuation noise $\vec{F}_{fluct}$ when running the social-force generator for NaviL2.

$$L_{fde} = \|Y_{T_{end}} - \hat{Y}_{T_{end}}\|_2 \quad (4.5)$$

NaviL2 denotes a model that has only the intention-force generator from a trained NaviL2. The plans generated by NaviL2 will thus be purely intention-force without considering other agents. The purpose of this intention-force only model is to visualize the target agent’s intention for analysis.

3. **NaviGAN, NaviGAN**, **NaviGAN-R, NaviGAN-R**: The complete algorithm with social-aware discriminator trained with $L_2$, $L_{fde}$, and adversarial objective (Eq 4.3). Analogous to NaviL2, NaviGAN denotes the intention-force generator of NaviGAN. NaviGAN-R is the complete framework jointly trained with $L_{resist}$. We set 0.5m as $d_{safe}$ for resistance loss.
Short-term Human Trajectories Prediction

We demonstrate the ability of NaviGAN to plan a human-like path by showing its performance in human trajectories prediction. As in [3] and [45], we train and validate models on 4 sets, test on the remaining set, and report the average performance in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2.

**Metrics:** The average displacement error (ADE) computes the mean Euclidean distance between the predicted trajectory and true trajectory at each estimated point, whereas the final displacement error (FDE) measures the Euclidean distance between the predicted final location and true location. We select the state right before target agent leave the scene as its goal state and plan its future path for $T_{pred}$ time steps.

The result shows significant improvement over other baselines especially in terms of FDE. By comparing the performance between Goal-S-LSTM and NaviL2, we can see how social force modeling helps the training process to produce consistently better results. When compared to NaviL2, the extra stochasticity of NaviGAN, which include $\vec{F}_{flunct}$ and the GAN objective, does not degrade the performance both in terms of FDE and ADE. With the resistance loss, NaviGAN-R sacrifice ADE and FDE to ensure comfort. However, this aspect is not observable by looking only at ADE and FDE. In section 4.1.5, we will provide extra metrics to measure the comfort aspect.

We note that Social-Attention does not selectively choose agents in evaluation, making predictions even for short-term pedestrians who exit the scene before $T_{end}$. These shorter predictions can help achieving a smaller ADE by excluding potentially severe compounding errors at a later time step.

Long-term Playback Navigation

We aim to demonstrate the ability of NaviGAN to perform long-term navigation using the playback of recorded data; therefore, we set the goal state to be the target agent’s position $3 \cdot T_{pred}$ (14.4 seconds) into the future and roll out the episode with a cut-off horizon at $5 \cdot T_{pred}$ (24 seconds). During execution, whenever a target agent arrives within 0.5m from its goal state, we end the episode and mark the navigation as a success. At each time step, we use a target agent’s previous predictions and

By the complex nature of human navigation, the L2 distance to recorded trajectories does not necessarily reflect the social-awareness of a planning algorithm. Therefore, we seek other statistics to demonstrate the social-awareness. Our first attempt is to measure the social score as [8] does. With human in the recorded dataset scoring 0.44, all other algorithms score around 0.4 and there is no obvious difference between algorithms. We instead look at the two factors of social score – arrival rate and comfort rate – separately. Following their design, we set the comfort distance to 0.2 meter and arrival tolerance to 0.5 meter. Comfort rate is computed as the percentage of episodes who do not contain cases of robot getting closer to other pedestrians than the comfort distance. Arrival rate is computed as the percentage of episodes who contain cases of robot arriving at goal point within arrival tolerance before the cut-off horizon (24 seconds into the future).

The results are shown in Table 4.3. Without \( L_{\text{resist}} \), the models focus only on the naturalness aspect of socially compliant navigation and therefore, even with high arrival rate, they achieve lower comfort rate. By adding \( L_{\text{resist}} \), we optimize for both naturalness and comfort, and achieve 0.97 comfort rate which is even higher than the recorded human trajectories. By comparing the comfort rate between NaviGAN-R and NaviGAN-R*, we can clearly see the capability of social generator modifying prediction of intention generator to avoid uncomfortable behaviors. However, to enforce comfort, NaviGAN-R sometimes will sacrifice FDE and therefore result in lower arrival rate.

**Interpretability:** For better understanding of the relationship between the intention-force generator and the social-force generator, we visualize two examples

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>model</th>
<th>Goal</th>
<th>L2</th>
<th>L2†</th>
<th>NG</th>
<th>NG†</th>
<th>NG-R</th>
<th>NG-R†</th>
<th>human</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S-score</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.40</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>comfort%</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td><strong>0.97</strong></td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.96</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>arrival%</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>0.88</td>
<td><strong>1.00</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4.3: We separately look at the two factors of social score – arrival rate and comfort rate – to understand the performance of each model. For a compact layout, we denote Goal-S-LSTM as Goal, NaviL2 as L2, and NaviGAN as NG.
of episodes rolled out by NaviGAN and NaviGAN† in Figure 4.3 and Figure 4.7, respectively. In these examples, we can clearly see how the social-force generator adjusts the sequence predicted by the intention-force generator to enforce social-compliance, maintain comfortable distance to others, while still moving toward a goal state.

**Simulated Navigation**

In order to investigate the performance of NaviGAN-R qualitatively, we simulate an optimal robot who is capable of perfectly execute the next way point predicted by our model. We playback the testing set to obtain realistic pedestrian trajectories and select starting point and goal point to qualitatively visualize the predicted trajectory. The results are shown in figure 4.5, 4.6, and 4.7. Again, we visualize the state sequence
Figure 4.4: An example where $\vec{F}_{social}$ slows down the pace of the target agent to avoid getting to an uncomfortable distance to other agents, whereas $\vec{F}_{intent}$ is to reach the goal state faster. Subfigure (a) visualizes the path planned by NaviGAN, and (b) visualizes the path planned by NaviGAN$^\dagger$. 
Figure 4.5: When clear from traffic, the predicted trajectory navigates directly to the goal point.
Figure 4.6: The predicted trajectory successfully weaves through dense crowd to reach the goal point.
Figure 4.7: When facing dense crowd crossing in front of our target agent, the predicted trajectory slows down to let others pass first and then picks up speed after traffic clears off.

Figure 4.8: We conduct robotic experiments on a ClearPath Husky robot.

at time $t$ by showing its two previous states along with the current state in dots. Blue dots are playbacks from the dataset, and red dots are predicted trajectory. Red cross marks the goal point of target agent.

4.2 Robot Experiments

We use a ClearPath Husky robot (figure 4.8) to provide mobility and deploy our model (NaviGAN-R) on a Nvidia Jetson TX2 development board. A lidar-based Kalmen filter [46] tracker is applied to identify and keep track of pedestrians in the scene. Beside qualitatively looking at each run of social navigation, we perform two set of experiments – qualitative measure and A/B testing – to investigate the performance of our approach.

4.2.1 Qualitative Measurement

As a qualitative measurement, we systematically design scenarios to interact with the robot running our socially compliant navigation module. We score each run with one of the three types of score:

- **score 1**: Collision with other pedestrian happens during run. The behavior is obviously not socially compliant.

- **score 2**: No collision happens. Robot demonstrates not natural behavior and only mild social compliance is observed.
**score 3**: The robot complies with social rules in a natural and comfort manner.

The experimental design was carried out on JMP 13 software by SAS Inc. The experimental plan was structured as a Main effects design, completely randomized D-optimal design in 24 runs.

The inputs for the design were: Number of Pedestrians (2, 4, 6), Walking Direction (Parallel to the path of the oncoming robot, Parallel and Crossing the path, Crossing), and Crossing Distance (meters) that pedestrians crossed in front of the oncoming bit (1, 2, 3) in meters. Pedestrians was entered as “discrete numeric”, Direction as “categorical”, and crossing distance as “numeric”. In “Parallel & Crossing” some pedestrians crossed the path of the robot (at approximately 1, 2, or 3 meters distance) while others (at outer edge) continued on a parallel path. Pedestrians tried to walk steadily forward and at arms length from each other.

We provide video (link: https://youtu.be/61blDymjCpw) of all trials for this experiment. The goal point is always set to be on the right of the orange cone. In all runs, the robot never collides with pedestrians (i.e., score 1 never happened) and it always reaches the goal point within 0.5 meter tolerance. Among all the trials, the algorithm get 86.7% of score 3, and 0% of score 1. In most of the failure cases (cases who score 2, e.g., experiment #5 and #9), unnatural behavior happens only after interaction (i.e., all pedestrians have passed) and probably is due to limitation of Husky’s dynamic so the robot is spinning in-place before carrying on toward the goal point. Experiment #17 is a particularly interesting case where the robot actually roll back to avoid collision before the space clear off and it continues to navigate. This behavior is marked as unnatural and therefore get scored 2 by our observer. However, we think the robot is still trying to make other pedestrian as comfort as possible.

At the end of the video (starting from 13 minutes 48 seconds), we show 3 unscripted trials where we ask pedestrians to move at well and even try trapping the robot (trial 2, starting from 14 minutes 29 seconds). The robot is still capable of weaving through intensive interactions while navigating toward the given goal point which is on the left side of the road.

Table 4.4: Controller A is a collision avoidance algorithm and controller B is our proposed model. With the number of pedestrians increasing, the difference between pure collision avoidance algorithm and socially compliant navigation algorithm becomes increasingly obvious.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#peds ≥ 2</th>
<th>A</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>67%</th>
<th>67%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>#peds ≥ 4</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>#peds ≥ 6</td>
<td>58%</td>
<td>75%</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2.2 A/B Testing

To demonstrate the ability of our approach to optimize both naturalness and comfort, we compare our approach against pure collision avoidance algorithm who only optimize the comfort aspect of socially compliant navigation. We design an A/B test experiment where we either use our approach or pure collision avoidance as controller to interact with subjects and ask them to identify whether they were interacting with socially compliant controller or not.

The experimental design was carried out on JMP 13 software by SAS Inc. The experimental plan was structured as a Main-and-two-factor-interaction plus quadratic, completely randomized D-optimal [12] design in 18 runs.

The inputs for the design were: Number of Pedestrians (2, 4, 6), Walking Direction (Parallel to the path of the oncoming robot, Parallel and Crossing the path, Crossing), and Controller (A, B). Pedestrians were entered as “discrete numeric” and the other two as “categorical”. In “Parallel and Crossing” some pedestrians crossed the path of the robot (at approximately 2 meters distance) while others (at outer edge) continued on a parallel path. Pedestrians tried to walk steadily forward and at arms length from each other. The execution of the experiment was “blinded” in that the participants did not know which controller was active during any run.

For collision avoidance controller, we use the popular search based planning library (http://wiki.ros.org/sbpl). The results are summarized in Table 4.4. Controller A is a collision avoidance algorithm and controller B is our proposed model. Notice that in all runs, either with collision avoidance or our approach as controller, the robot never collides with a pedestrian and it always reaches the goal point within 0.5 meter tolerance. Looking all runs (with 2, 4, and 6 pedestrians), same amount of
subjects vote for controller A and B. While we increase the number of pedestrians to be considered, votes for collision avoidance controller decrease and votes for our approach increase. This highlights the significance of socially compliance in human-rich local interaction. With the number of pedestrians increasing, the difference between pure collision avoidance algorithm and socially compliant navigation algorithm becomes increasingly obvious.
Chapter 5

Conclusions and Future Directions

We present a data driven, deep generative approach for social navigation that covers both comfort and naturalness aspects. The proposed modeling of the intention force and social force as specially designed LSTMs makes the approach highly interpretable as an agent’s intention can be conveniently visualized. We demonstrate the advantages of NaviGAN through an extensive set of experiments. The model is successfully deployed on a ClearPath Husky robot that allow us to conduct extensive studies in real-world robotic scenarios. As future directions for the research, we can:

1. Design human-robot interface that shows the intention, and modified social trajectory to convey comfort (let them feel safe) to other pedestrians that share the scene with the robot.

2. Incorporate obstacles for a complete navigation solution. With our current framework, we can extend our model to handle obstacles avoidance by simply coming up with a model to estimate obstacle force $\vec{F}_{obs}$ in social force model.
5. Conclusions and Future Directions
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